TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The customer hereby rents bicycles from Montsant Bike Tour (Cicles Jove SCP), subject
to all terms and conditions of this agreement:
1. Rental day period starts at 8:00 hours and ends at 19:00 hours. Overnight rentals are
possible when bicycles are hired for 24 or more consecutive hours.
2. Customer delays in the return of the bicycles will result in an additional l charge in
proportion to the type of bicycle hired.
PAYMENT, DEPOSIT
3. Payment: cash or credit card at the collection of the bikes and for the complete rental
period reserved.
4. No refund will be made for early return of bicycles.
5. Deposit: The customer will be asked for a security deposit in cash unless the company
accepts the customers’ credit card details or ID (passport, driving licence or National
Identity Card for EU-Citizens) as a guarantee. El depósito será reintegrado si los
equipos alquilados son devueltos en las mismas condiciones en que fueron alquilados.
6. The company reserves the right to decide either to rent a bicycle or not to a customer.
RENTED EQUIPMENT
7. The hired bicycles and accessories may only be used by the designated customer and
the members of his/her party as mentioned in the Rental Contract.
8. The customer who signs the Rental Contract must be over 18 years old and will be
responsible for the rented equipment and for minors using it.
9. The customer is obliged to take good care of the rented equipment and to protect it
from damage, loss or theft. In case of damage, loss or theft of the bicycle/s, components
or any other hired accessories during the rental period, the customer will be charged the
full cost of the missing or damaged items at market prices.
10. The customer is obliged to lock the bicycles properly when unattended, securing
saddle, frame and wheels and attaching them to a fix post, fence or bicycle parking on
the street. It is not allowed to lock bicycles to historic lamps, banks, garbage cans or
traffic signals. It is highly recommended to keep the bikes with you at all times, and to
bring them inside your accommodation during overnight rentals.
11. At the end of the rental period, a Montsant Bike Tour (Cicles Jove SCP)
representative will determine the state of the rented materials and will evaluate the
damages, if any, and will charge the customer for damaged of missing items at market
prices.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
12. Montsant Bike Tour (Cicles Jove SCP) has procured itself with adequate third party
liability insurance coverage for the bicycle rental activity.
13. By signing the contract the customer accepts that ridding a bicycle implies a risk and
therefore is responsible for adequate personal insurance coverage during the rental
period. Montsant Bike Tour (Cicles Jove SCP) is not liable for any claims on body injury
or harm, accidents, property damage or loss caused by weather, sickness, or any other
causes whatsoever beyond the control of Montsant Bike Tour (Cicles Jove SCP).
14. It is the responsibility of the customer and his/her party to respect spanish traffic
regulations. Any ticket or fine due to incorrect use of the bicycle will be completely
asumed by the customer.
15. Exclusive place of jurisdiction shall be Barcelona, Spain. This contract shall be
governed by Spanish law.
16.La informacion que nos facilita el cliente se encuentra protegida por la Ley Orgánica
15/1999 de 13 de diciembre, de Proteccion de Datos de Caracter personal.

